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Small in Batch,
Not iN Spirit

Some of the most successful spirit brands have forged themselves 
into the average lexicon of every American workingman who has barked 
out their order to the barkeep at the end of the day: Jack and Coke for 
one, Seven and 7 (make that Seagram’s 7) for another. These drink names 
and brands have become inseparable, as time and strong marketing have 
weaved their legacy together, solidifying their place in the bartender’s log 
of most common, identifiable drinks. And while they’ve earned their place 
on the throne, what’s becoming more clear is that they may not be ruling 
the bar all by themselves much longer. 

A little distilled revolution has been quietly stirring in the pot stills across 
the land, as classic spirits are being remade by hand in small warehouses and 
private homes, and any time the little guy keeps the big guy honest, that’s 
a good thing. Small batch liquor has burst onto the spirits scene recently 
and completely changed cocktail recipes and expectations in the process—no 
longer will Jack and José automatically call all the shots.

Room at the Bar for the Little Guy
While big names continue to line the shelves of every American bar, small 

batch distillers are creeping in, thanks in part to more selective palates and a 
desire to try new and innovative flavor profiles.

Although they don’t produce nearly as many cases of spirits as the ubiq-
uitous big boys on the liquor shelf, the taste and the artisan handiwork 
that goes into the production of each bottle makes the end product incred-
ibly rare and valuable. Oftentimes, these are spirits that have never been 
seen or tasted by anyone beside the creator, making for an exciting cocktail 
experience that can’t be found elsewhere.  

“We make our own Downhill Snapper—our signature drink in Aspen,” 
explains Jennifer LaComba of The St. Regis Aspen. “We will brand and bottle 
the vodka that we use that contains our native flavors of Aspen, and it will be 
available at this property. We are also developing our own cognac.”

Local brands of liquor and spirits are revolutionizing the neighborhood’s thirsty palate,  
one handmade drop at a time. 

By Jason sanford

The Little Cognac That Could
Speaking of cognac, it’s one old-time spirit that is certainly getting 

a pick-me-up from local distillers, including an entrepreneurial French-
man in New York.  

“During the past 50 years [the spirits industry has been] pursuing a 
quest of creating the biggest brands that can be resold for tens of mil-
lions,” says Nicolas Palazzi, founder of Paul-Marie Fils, a local Brooklyn 
distillery. “The artisan spirits movement is all about getting back to the 
roots. There is a world beyond the big brands, and there are as many fla-
vor and aroma profiles as there are artisan distillers making the cognac.”

Palazzi is one of those firmly on board the small batch spirits train, 
as he spends his time making some of the highest-rated cognac around, 
from barrel to bottle, and sells it in limited releases under the PM Spirits 
(hand-written) label. 

Paul-Marie fils distillery
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they do not have the handmade appeal that small 
batch/artisan liquors have.”

The advent of new flavors and the fact that these 
artisan spirits were crafted carefully by hand in 
smaller portions adds a fresh new twist to the world 
of classic cocktails. In fact, it was the small batch 
spirit movement that helped catalyze the greater 
cocktail revival that has swept the U.S. in the last 
decade or so. History consistently reflects that the 
little man is usually the one who starts the big fire of 
revolution, and that’s no exception when it comes to 
artisan, distilled spirits. 

Big Differences From Little Places
“People tend to come into the bar and see our 

lists of infused liquors or small batch spirits and opt 
to try those first,” Johns explains. “Everyone knows 
how Grey Goose or Ketel One tastes, but when 
they try a small batch vodka, like Silver Tree, they 
almost always state how different and smooth it 
tastes. The same with our St. Regis Atlanta Wood-

ford Reserve Bourbon.”
It is the excitement of the new and different that 

has allowed the smaller, upstart liquor producers to 
get going, and it’s their tireless work ethic and dis-
tinct touches that have allowed them to take the bar 
by storm. When faced with the choice of having 
a gin and tonic made with the same old stuff, or 
one mixed with a handmade local gin, like Junipero 
or No. 209 if you’re in San Francisco, many of today’s 
drinkers gladly embrace the local spirit. Of course, 
assuming that there would be no distinct differ-
ences between the established brand and the new 
kid on the block would be no less erroneous than 
assuming that Budweiser and Fat Tire taste exactly 
the same—the first sip of a well mixed on-the-rocks 
No. 209 gin martini is where small-label skeptics go 
to die. 

“Our guests are becoming more selective in their 
liquor choices as people start to recognize the kind 
of quality that shows in the production detail of a 
small batch versus that of a large, mainstream liquor,” 

The process isn’t easy, nor is it supposed to be. 
Making liquor that’s not only drinkable, but also 
memorable is a pursuit that demands time and pre-
cision beyond merely going to the local store and 
grabbing a bottle off the shelf. Customers that want 
that next step up in flavor differentiation and those 
that prefer to savor the unique characteristics of 
each release of a particular spirit are finally in luck—
no more having to settle for well liquors or the worn 
taste treads of the mainstream. 

“As an artisan spirits maker, I experiment with 
each cask, as each of them has its own profile/
individuality,” Palazzi says. “I will let them sit for 
months so the water added gets integrated with the 
cognac, and then I will taste those 13 or so samples.”

Just as a chef constantly tastes his ingredients to 
monitor freshness and likeability, so too does Pala-
zzi taste his blends of cognac, making sure that they 
combine to form a uniquely ideal flavor.

His products won’t be found on the dusty 
shelves of grocery stores or corner marts, but 
are instead proudly poured by some of Manhat-
tan’s upper-crust restaurants, including Eleven 
Madison Park and PDT. Hardly anyone has ever 
heard of the creations that Palazzi spends long 
days producing, yet his “Devant la Porte” Grande 
Champagne Cognac, produced under his sig-
nature Paul-Marie Fils label, received a potent 
98-point rating from renowned wine critic Anto-
nio Galloni—turns out that making a handmade 
spirit that receives a wave of heralded praise is a 
pretty good way to get people’s attention. 

“To me the artisan spirits movement is about 
respecting how things were made before it all 
became just a game based on profits and who would 
be able to sell the most cases on the planet,” Palazzi 
explains. “Respecting the process our ancestors 
perfected—take the time to make it right.”

A Little Originality Goes a Long Way
Small batch used to be the only option drinkers 

had—Captain Morgan was not a part of the 
American Revolution—so it was up to folks to 
either make their own distilled magic or buy it 
from their neighbor. As time passed and large 
spirits companies established themselves and 
their products, there was a drive for consistency 
and profits, with taste coming in as a runner 
up. And then one day not too long ago that all 
changed, as small batch spirits began to pick up 
momentum and developed their own toehold on 
the market that was saturated with a sea of bottles 
and labels that were tried, true and utterly boring. 

“Local artisan small-batch spirits are maintaining 
and increasing in popularity,” says St. Regis Atlanta 
bartender Bryan Johns. “Culinary cocktails based 
on fresh herbs, infusions and organic ingredients 
are more sought after these days as opposed to 
before. While the multinational spirits companies 
that dominate the market deliver consistent quality, 

distillery no. 209 in san francisco
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TasTe TesT
Go ahead, give these low-profile artisan spirits a try: 

No. 209 Gin (distillery209.com)

PM Spirits Cognac (pmspirits.com) 
Tequila Ocho (tequilaocho.com)

Old Potrero Straight Rye Whiskey (anchorbrewing.com) 
Silver Tree Vodka (leopoldbros.com)

Woodford Reserve Bourbon (woodfordreserve.com)
Junipero Gin (anchorbrewing.com)

Dusty Grable explains. Grable knows a thing or 
two about spirits as the bar manager at The St. 
Regis San Francisco. “Our clientele love trying local 
Bay Area products and the idea of a rare opportu-
nity or something with a limited production makes 
it even more special.”  

Quality Before Quantity 
“I believe consumers are discovering small batch 

spirits due to education, either coming from their 
own research or an introduction from bartenders,” 
explains Tommy Quimby, the head bartender at 
The St. Regis Monarch Beach’s Stonehill Tavern. 
“Customers are looking for quality of the spirits 
rather than quantity.”

And while it’s not a knockout blow to the big 
boys, it is an entrepreneurial opportunity to make 
the good even better and reach a broader market 
that drives the small batch and artisan spirits move-
ment—no different than the craft beer movement 
that began first. Appreciation of cocktails nationally 
hasn’t been to heights like this since the ’50s, and it 
is largely the grassroots ethos of those who take 
the time to make a better drink that is shaking and 
stirring the recent change in thirst.  

Or as Nicolas Palazzi puts it best, “Nothing revo-
lutionary here, just very traditional work. But some-
times, it’s good to go back to the basics.”
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